
COMPANY PROFILE – GANZAIR COMPRESSORTECHNICS LTD

Our company as keeping the traditions of the previous Ganz factories, specialized for the machines and equip-
ment producing and treating compressed air and gases.

Among our products we have to mention first of all the air compressors and their auxiliary equipment as dryers,
filters air receivers, system elements, using in the industrial sphere. We can reach even the sterile air quality
with these parts.

We design and supply machineries for special tasks as well. For example, units of air feeding for the instru-
ments in the oil industrial networks, control system supported by computer technology to perform the remote
supervision of compressors or heat recovery system gaining even 80% energy saving. Especially mentioned the
brake compressors of vehicles, which have been supplied more hundred pieces to trolley-buses, trains and
subway mounting both for domestic and foreign markets.

We can build complete systems, for any project, meeting the hardest requirements. We provide not only co-
pressors and accessorries operating on normal and high pressure (4-13 bar and 35-700 bar), but low pressure
blowers applied in the water cleaning and chemical technologies or in transfering powder or granules. Lately we
have increased our product range by vacuum machines and energy saving network components.

We offer the complete assortment of the cheaper compressors toegether with the auxiliary fittings operated by
the private users and sall firms. In Hungary the motor-vehicle manufacturing and serving sub-industry has been
developed to a more significant sector. The special services preferably use our compressors.

After sale the GANZAIR Ltd. assume the locale installation of the machines and the designing of the installation
as well. We stand for the complete solution. Having a wide service network throughout the country, which ease
the customers of all repair and maintenance problem within and over the warranty period.

For the entrusted machines to us we always endeavor to ensure the most reliable operation just with least fail-
ure. After the expired warranty period we are at the client’s disposal by a flat-rate maintenance service. So thus
the customers are ensured for the continous compressed air supply, because of the preventive maintenance,
what minimize the risk of failure. However the machine get a mistake, we repair it out of turn within 24 hours or
give substitute machine in case of having flat-rate contract. Hereby the user is out of danger, has persistent
compressed air supply, is secure against shutdown of the production.

The GANZAIR Ltd. has started to distribute diesel and gas engine driven generating sets. The generating set is
necessary on all walk of life, where need a stable, reliable current supply for lack of electricity network, or sub-
stitute it in case of power break. These generating sets are available according to your demand in the power
range between 10 and 3050 kVA, with three-phase, air-cooled or liquid-cooled motor.

The Ganzair Ltd. has reached significant success in sales of Cameron's Gas-Compressors. We have a several
great references about the installation, servicing of the Gas-Compressors.
Our machines are used by the following chief companies: MOL--Hungary, SPP-Slovakia, RWE-Czech Republic,
NIS-NAFTAGAS-Serbia. Nowadays we have some jobside for state of Kuwait.

Our suppliers, partners

Our partners are noted European, American and inland producers, which are permanently evaluated, but we are
also looking for new suppliers. Our main partners are the American-Finnish GARDNER-DENVER/TAMROTOR
OY for screw compressor elements, the German ZANDER, the English DOMNICK HUNTER and the Italian
PARKER HIROSS for air dryers and filters, the also Italaian MATTEI for rotary vane compressors. The Ameri-
can CAMERON build the large capacity turbocompressors. For condensate treatment we offer the Dutch JORC
products.


